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Details of Visit:

Author: Sulzer Driver
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 4 Jul 2014 18:45
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 111
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Infinity
Website: http://www.infinitymanchester.co.uk
Phone: 01612235512

The Premises:

Red brick semi detached building next to a pub on the Ashton Old Road, entrance to parlour is from
the rear in South Street, where the entrance is. Access is via a short path via an iron gate, this
leads to a covered patio and the open door to reception.
Here you will find some large sofas enabling one to relax if you have to wait for the lady of you
choice.
Most of the bedrooms are upstairs but there is one on the ground floor and this was the one used,
inside there was a very large modern shower. The bed is a small double, which was a little crowded
when there were three of us on it. There is also a small armchair on to which you can put your
clothes, rather than having to dump them on the floor.

The Lady:

Emily; tall and slim, but not skinny, with a cascade of blonde hair.
Lucie; also blonde, about ten centimetres shorter than Emily and with smaller boobs, but again a
slim blonde.

The photos on the infinity website are a accurate and a good guide. I had booked Emily and Lucie
entirely based on their pictures and was not disappointed.

The Story:

Having showered, the girls come into the room all purposeful and set to work on me, starting with a
massage, four hands and the occasional breast rubbing my back. Turning over the question is
asked if I would like O without, extra tenner to each lady, yes please. Lucie starts on my cock whilst
Emily strips off the rest of her clothes, I ask Emily if she will sit on my face to allow me to eat her
pussy whilst Lucie sucks my cock, unfortunately she say no as my beard might give her a rash in
that position! Which was perfectly understandable, Instead Emily joins Lucie in sucking me.

I ask if the they interact with each other, but this is not their scene, again understandable.

By now I want to taste the girls, pussys, but which one first? I decide Emily, so we switch round and
Emily lies down and I dive in between her legs, finding her pussy to taste lovely. As I'm eating Emily
out Lucie starts to play with my cock, at this point I'm sort of kneeling, so I move round into a
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position in which I can carry one eating Emily's cunt and also Lucie can carry one sucking me. Then
it's Lucies turn to have her pussy licked, just as tasty as Emily, during this Emily Cary's on with the
oral. Both girls have excellent skills in this department.

Time to for sex, so on with condom number one, who to have first, as Emily went first earlier it's only
fair that Lucie get first dibs now, and as she is already lying down she is in the perfect position. I
slide into her pussy, and we fuck. Time to change, so I pull out of Lucie and Emily changes the
condom. Emily wants to be done doggy, so she kneels down and I slip into her from behind,
grabbing on to her hips, whilst enjoying the view of her gorgeous arse and sexy back.

We finish off with the two girls lying down at the end of the bed, spreading their legs and playing
with their pussys, whilst I watch and wank, the sight of two very wet cunts being opened up and
fingered is soon to much for me. Lucie had suggested that I come over their tits, but Emily says that
the spunk will cause their tans to come off, so best not to.

An excellent job, the girls were a joy to be with, highly recommended.

This was my first every visit to Infinity, and I was totally impressed.
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